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About

DogeGuard is a DeFi Decentralized Application that allows you to speed up the 

development of your dApps and smart contracts.

It is also an advanced ecosystem of various projects, thanks to which you will be 

able to fully plunge into the world of decentralized finance.

With DogeGuard you will be able to trade, earn, win and develop your own 

DeFi dApps!

Also, we at DogeGuard are not indifferent to the problems associated 

with homeless animals, and by participating in the DogeGuard ecosystem you 

will be able to help homeless animals find their family, as well as our charity 

program will focus on various areas of assistance to animals, the owners of 

the DogeGuard token will have the right to vote on the choice of the direction of 

charity.

Our project will be managed by our community.
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DOGEGUARD Token

The native token of the DogeGuard ecosystem.

DogeGuard is a modified ERC20 token running on the BNB Chain 

network created specifically for the DogeGuard ecosystem. Using our token, you 

will get the opportunity to participate in the DogeGuard

ecosystem, earn or win using our smart contracts and determine the DogeGuard

development strategy or charity programs by voting as a token holder.

Smart contract address: 

0xA36206F31669FF4a982bbDEb8aA2DaE1Ae5B1C4e

The smart contract code of our token is publicly available on bscscan.com

We do not have a pause function and we cannot blacklist addresses, thus the owner 

of the smart contract cannot disrupt the trading and operation of our token.
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Earn with DogeGuard

We offer several smart contracts at once, using which you can earn in 

cryptocurrency. Each of our smart contracts has an open source code. Any user can 

make sure that we have not left backdoors in smart contracts for withdrawal of 

funds. If there is an opportunity to withdraw tokens from a smart contract, these are 

all tokens except those that are involved in a smart contract. For example, in the 

Main Staking Contract, we cannot withdraw DogeGuard and DogeCoin from a 

smart contract.

You can find all the information about the statistics and APR of our smart contracts 

on our website.

Next, consider smart contracts in more detail
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Main Staking Contract
Get automatic income in DogeGuard and DOGE tokens every 4 hours by staking a DogeGuard token.

We have created our smart contract responsible for staking, which is independent of the token and does not load our 

token with additional commissions. Swaps on a decentralized exchange can be performed by our smart contact under 

any conditions, while the dividend paying token interface could perform swaps only under certain very rare conditions. 

Absolutely any amount will be suitable for participation and withdrawal is available at any time when YOU want it.

https://dogeguard.org/mainstaking here you can find the current APR, the history of our indexes and more detailed 

information.

An example of how it works

https://dogeguard.org/mainstaking
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System of Agreements
Fix the yield in BNB up to 149.65% APR and get an additional reward from LP

When you invest DogeGuard tokens and create an agreement, our 

smart contract converts the received tokens into LP 

DogeGuard/BNB tokens, thereby fixing this value to BNB. If the 

price of our token decreases, when the agreement is closed, you 

will receive more DogeGuard tokens than you invested initially, 

and if the price has increased, you will receive fewer DogeGuard

tokens, since your investment is equivalent to BNB.

But at the same time, you will receive a fixed reward in 

DogeGuard at the time of signing the agreement!

Also, while the staking is going on, your LP tokens inside the 

smart contract will receive rewards from the trade turnover with 

our token, this is + LP APR

https://dogeguard.org/agreementsystem here you can find the 

current APR and more detailed information.

An example of how it works

https://dogeguard.org/agreementsystem
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LP Farm
Get rewarded for staking LP DogeGuard/BNB tokens every block of the blockchain

The APR in our farm is calculated depending on the number of 

participants in our farm and the number of LP tokens staked.

+ LP APR - is a reward from your LP tokens, every time a deal is made 

to buy or sell DogeGuard tokens on PancakeSwap - you get a 

percentage from this.

https://dogeguard.org/lpstaking here you can find the current APR and 

more detailed information.

Thanks to PancakeSwap for using the base for our smart contract according to 

the MIT license.

https://dogeguard.org/lpstaking
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DogeGuard IDO
IDO protects users who want to participate in the project. Using our IDO smart 

contract, the BNB received is automatically instantly sent to the liquidity pool, and 

DogeGuard tokens are sent to our user. Thereby ensuring the security of the 

transaction and guaranteeing the inflow of liquidity into our project.

In addition, 50% of all LP tokens received by our smart contract IDO will be 

automatically burned, thereby locking liquidity in our project forever!

IDO DogeGuard has Id = 0. 

To buy our token on IDO, visit this page - https://dogeguard.org/ido, connect your 

Web3 wallet to our site, select the desired purchase amount and confirm the 

transaction. The liquidity pool will be instantly replenished with the BNB received, 

and you will immediately receive your DogeGuard tokens to your wallet without 

paying the internal commission of our token.

If you are new to the crypto world, visit our page, where we have tried to describe in 

detail how you can get started - https://dogeguard.org/docs/howgetstarted

Our IDO was created on our unique platform, you can find detailed information 

about how it works in our documentation - https://dogeguard.org/docs

https://dogeguard.org/ido
https://dogeguard.org/docs/howgetstarted
https://dogeguard.org/docs
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Partner Program
Invite your friends and get a stable income in crypto together!

You can earn money with DogeGuard without any investments, just by 

inviting your friends to our project. 

For example, with any purchase using your referral link, you will receive 

3% of your friend's purchase instantly in BNB to your wallet that you 

specify in the link.

You can find detailed information here - https://dogeguard.org/referral

https://dogeguard.org/referral
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Tokenomics
Our project has a complex developed economy, we have tried to describe it in detail below.

1%
Burns

-

Tokens are sent during 

the transaction to 

the dEaD address

-
Burning tokens causes 

deflation, which increases 

the rate of our token in the 

long term.

Fees (9%)

2%
Management

-

1% for the development of the project

0.6% proportionally 1 : 1 with BNB to the liquidity 

pool

0.4% for charity

-
These funds are sent to the management's smart contract, 

after which they are distributed according to the 

percentages.

We have taken out this functionality separately from the 

token in order for token holders to make transactions with a 

lower cost of commissions.

6%
Main staking 

-

3% DogeCoin

3% DogeGuard

-
These funds are distributed among 

all participants of the Main 

Staking Contract

https://bscscan.com/token/0xa36206f31669ff4a982bbdeb8aa2dae1ae5b1c4e?a=0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
https://bscscan.com/address/0xABBd8092fEE5411bA0Dec6Ee57d7D67F21A48806
https://dogeguard.org/mainstaking
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Initial Total Supply:

1 000 000 000 000 DogeGuard

More detailed information about the 

distribution of tokens is available on our 

token page - https://dogeguard.org/token

The actual value of tokens in 

circulation will be constantly reduced 

due to the token burning commission 

and our BuyBack&Burn Politics

https://dogeguard.org/token
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BuyBack&Burn Politics

DogeGuard will constantly make a DogeGuard token BuyBack with DEX 

throughout the entire time in order to increase our reserves and stimulate the 

market.

Also, we have created a targeted profit-sharing strategy among all DogeGuard

holders. We have created a BuyBack smart contract that will automatically 

redeem DogeGuard tokens from the exchange and burn them (by sending them 

to the dEaD address), thereby distributing the profit among all holders due to 

the growth of the token rate.

For example, every time someone buys an NFT or creates an IDO on our IDO 

Launcher, part of the funds is sent to a smart contract for a BuyBack and 

follow burning.

https://bscscan.com/address/0x7a4e8ce1da9593709705d3b3085c64f4eb20d12a
https://bscscan.com/address/0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dead
https://dogeguard.org/ido/launcher
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This is just the beginning of the project…

DogeGuard has very big plans and goals for the development of this project, 

we do not plan to stop developing, we will constantly create new projects for 

our ecosystem and improve what we already have. 

We also have big plans related to our charitable goals. Our main charitable 

goal is to gather like-minded people and open a network of our own shelters to 

help homeless animals (especially dogs). We will also provide free veterinary 

care to those who need it.

Subscribe to our social profiles and follow the growth of our project

https://t.me/DogeGuard

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dogeguard

https://medium.com/@DogeGuard

https://t.me/dogeguard
https://t.me/dogeguard
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dogeguard
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dogeguard
https://medium.com/@DogeGuard
https://medium.com/@DogeGuard
https://t.me/DogeGuard
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dogeguard
https://medium.com/@DogeGuard

